
Defining, Evaluating, and Plotting Functions1

Sample Solution

1. The command syms x declares x to be a symbolic variable. The command
f = sin(x) makes f the symbolic function ������� .

2. The command subs(f,2) numerically evaluates f(2).
The command subs(f,’2’) symbolically evaluates f(2).
The command double(ans) numerically evaluates ans, in this case �����
	 .
(Note. double(ans) does not mean 2 * ans; double is short for double precision.)

3. The command ezplot(f) plots �� ������� using a default domain interval.

4. First, we plot ���� ��������� ����� using a default domain interval. Second, we plot
����� ��������� using the domain interval [-2, 2].

5. This plots �� ��� using a default domain interval.

6. (a) For � not too close to � , � � � �"! �#�#�#�%$'& � � � � | � |, and this is what the graph looks
like using the default domain interval. However, if | � | is close enough to 0, then the
graph looks different (in fact, � � � �"! �(�#�#�)$ is not a real number if � �
* ! �#�#�#�)$ .)
Some distinctive features of the graph are not apparent, because of the scale that MAT-
LAB chooses.

(b) The value of | ��+ � � | is relatively large for relatively small | � |. For example,	(+ � 	 �,$ 	(- . Using the default domain it appears as though �.+ � � ��� for � in / � $#01$12 ,
which, of course, is not the case. As in (b), some distinctive features of the graph are not
apparent, because of the scale that MATLAB chooses.

7. MATLAB plots function by locating points on the graph and connecting the points.
If ezgraph is used, MATLAB will choose a default domain interval if one is not specified.

If the true graph oscillates too rapidly, the computer may not fill in enough points to give an
accurate representation. If the domain is not chosen properly, important features of the graph
may be missed. Often, but not always, problems with plotting can be alleviated by choosing a
different domain interval.
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